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About This Game

Do you want to angry birds like slingshot shooting puzzle game in 3D VR space?
Here is The Angry Ball VR!

“Help! Kittens in danger!”

It’s just another sunny day and you are enjoying a nice stroll along the road… when you suddenly get sucked into a portal! When
you come to your senses, you find out that you are in Catworld, a peaceful land of cute and happy cats. Shortly after, Catworld
gets invaded by evil blocks and they start kidnapping little kittens! They are out to turn everything into blocks and will stop at

nothing! You are the “chosen one”, the last hope for restoring peace on Catworld. Are you the hero of the prophecy?

KEY FEATURES

Designed for a room-scale experience for the Virtual Reality using controllers and motion sensors.

A Puzzle-Shooting game with realistic controls: Defeat the core to save the kittens.

Use a laser slingshot to destroy various types of Block Aliens.
  (Regular Block, Light-up Block, Magnetic Block, Reflective Block, etc.)
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Hitting boxes with kittens inside will cut your life points.

Collection of different maps including Cat Village, Valley, Sky, Space, etc.

Cool cats with individual personalities that assist you throughout your quest.

Control using the motion of actually shooting a slingshot using both hands for increased immersion.

Cool star wars like slingshot effect!

How do I destroy blocks?

There are nine types of blocks in Angry Ball. Clear the stages by destroying the last core using your slingshot.

Block Types

Normal Block – The default block.

Wood Block – Takes two hits to destroy.

Indestructible Block – Self-explanatory.

Directional Bomb Blocks – Destroys three cubes in the direction of the arrow.

6-way Explosive Block – Destroys one block in all directions in a straight line.

Plus Minus Blocks – All blocks destroyed when the middle block is hit.

Reflective Block – Bounces balls off.

Blocks containing kittens – Game over if hit.

SKILL Types

Teleport - Use the trigger on your right controller to teleport freely around the world.

Booster - You can charge your shots for double the power of regular shots.
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ITEM Types

Break the wooden boxes to get a random item.

Random Marble - Adds 1-3 ammo at random.

Booster Marble - All marbles get a booster for 10 seconds.

Infinity Marble - Infinite ammo for 10 seconds

Trajectory Plus - Maximum travel distance of marbles is increased.

Cat Master's tutorial on how to shoot a slingshot.

Hold the controller with the slingshot in your left hand and stretch your arm out straightforward. With
your finger down on the trigger, pull your right hand towards your body past your ears like you are
shooting a slingshot.

Check that the marble is loaded.

Release the trigger to shoot.

(For left-handed users, switch controllers to hold slingshot in right hand)
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Title: Angry Ball VR
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
MWN TECH.,LTD
Publisher:
MWN TECH.,LTD
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970 4GB, AMD Radeon RX 480

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Korean
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angry ball vr

Really nice casual game, those that live close to the beach can relate to (typical annoyances are not missing). You want to steam
off from so many cheaters out there lurking around triple A games? Say no more, this is your game!

You fight your way as a lifeguard, controlling no one drowns on your watch and beach rules (shown at the start of each round)
are enforced, you win points depending on how well you can cope with everything and at the end of the day you can get some
extra help with your winnings.

I've seen more expensive pay-to-win, paid apps on phones, you get the full experience here without the additional payments BS
(and it works in steam for linux). Replaced my keyboard, mouse and monitors. A few weeks later i threw the computer away.
Now i sleep with the controller.

I found love.. After spending $5 on a game I honestly didn\u2019t expect much. That being said, this game isn't even worth that.
The trailer is misleading making you think that there is more to the game than just a couple of levels yet there is nothing. The
game trailer is all that is in the game. I am also new to steam so I didn\u2019t know you could get a refund. After trying I only
found out that they will not grant me one because I have had the game rotting away on my desktop for almost a month. Don't
waste the money.. I'll start off by saying that I (kind of) liked this game and it was (somewhat) fun but there simply isn't enough
replay value to justify the price. If it was half as expensive it'd be a good deal.

If they were to expand on the gunplay and enable some multiplayer or even just add more wave type shooting, I would happily
recommend this. However, it's currently a glorified demo. You're literally paying $3.00 to play an adviertisement.

For now, if you have the extra money and want to try it out.. I guess do it? Just understand you'll get all the gameplay you want
out of it the first go around.

- 6\/10 - Would not pay for an advertisement "demo" game again.. Luna's Wandering Stars is a well made and absolutely
entertaining and addicting simulation game. At first I was afraid it was another frustrating production which demands on a
player perfect up-to-pixel shots, but I was so wrong. The game is actually super fun.

First of all, it is beautifully made. Planets, moons, backrounds... everything. This and a calm lovely soundtrack make the game
pleasant to play.

Solar System is the place of the game's action. There are 9, erm, 8 planets + Pluto (poor Pluto!). Each of them has a different
mechanics of gameplay and each of them contains 15 varied levels. The aim is to get a proper amount of meteorites in every of
them. Every level is based on the basics physics law of gravity, so the more meteorites we have, the heavier we are.

There are two ways of completing the levels: easy and boring - getting meteorites as fast as possible, or hard but rewarding -
collecting gold meteorites among the normal ones. I must admit here, level difficulty is a bit unbalanced -
 there are some levels almost impossible to beat with a perfect score while some of the others are very easy to do so.

Each level starts with a message from Narrator which includes some interesting data about Solar System, explanation of
mechanics or Narrator's thoughts. This is a nice, motivating addition to the game.

It took me almost 10 hours to complete Luna's Wandering Stars with all achievements and these were 10 hours of pure fun (and
a bit of frustration).
I strongly recommend this game.. How often are there sales for this game? Is it just me or is the game kinda expensive.
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Idiots made this crap!
The tutorial says to click on long range missiles and then on the target.

NOTHING HAPPENS!!!. Now I realize this might have appeal only to a specific demographic, but it's a demographic that's
rapidly growing. Do It Yourself hobbies are on the rise and climbing faster everyday. Leading the charge is the world of
electronics. I myself am a relatively new inductie. About 8 months ago, while plugging in my phone charger at work, staring at
the powerstrip under my desk it occurred to me that I don't know very much about electronics. I consider myself a learned guy,
college grad with a degree in philosophy and a view that an education carries far more worth than it's potential monetary value
down the line. And I LOVE all things science so to not know much about something so pervasive as electronics didn't sit well at
all.

Two weeks later, two dozen books later with 1000's of various components bought online and I was well on my way to learning
everything I could. The end result, cutting a long story short is that I just finished my first semester back in college working
towards a second degree, a B.S. in Nanoelectronics and all this stemming from my plugging in my charger. I mention all this
because this game has been exactly the kind of game I've been dreaming/searching for ever since then. I just finished taking DC
Circuits, C++ programming and well Chemistry tho that's less applicable here, but after 4 intensive months, I still managed to
learn something new within the first two tutorials. But what's more is that it's really damn fun.

I, and I'm sure I'm not a lone, have my fair share of guilt whenever I spend more than a reasonable amount of time, (however we
each define it), playing games when I should be learning something, anything. So to have a game that not only challenges/works
out our critical thinking, problem solving, analytical reasoning skills, introduces concepts found in electronics, engineering,
physics, and programming and is a really fun puzzle game to boot is a win win...win.

I especially enjoy the set up to each challenge. "Here's the course, the problem, challenge, puzzle or what have you, now go
make a robot that can maneuver the challenge". And you're off building, testing, rebuilding then putting together circuit boards
utilizing boolean based logic gates and the like, having fun all the while. This is the kind of game we should support.

Let's be honest, for many of us, gaming is an escape from the world beyond our monitors. And there's nothign wrong with that
(in moderation). I admit that's why I game. But we all have to return to the larger world sooner or later so why not taking
something away from our time spend in escape? That's my two cents anyhow. Tight controls
Good music
Great way to waste time with the lads. Cheap and amazing. Intresting story line and an a decent fps. Definatly worth a try if this
is your genre.. kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk. Pretty decent music and a few sfx in here. The only thing missing is some gun sfx,
but it has everything else I need for a good horror type of game.. Yes! Great game...
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